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How to Photograph Desert 
Plants and Flowers 

Joanne West 
10482 La Palma Avenue 
Gold Canyon AZ 
( 480) 982-7980 
jwest4u@qwest.net 
www.jwestphotography.com 

To better comprehend how to photograph desert plants and 
flowers begin by asking yourself why you are making the 
photo. Documenting a species for information purposes, 
capturing a moment of inspiration, accenting a landscape or 
even creating an abstract expression of details each requires 
a different approach, specific lens and lighting choices (Fig. 
1 &2). 

Figure 1. An artistic feel was created by choosing a ground 
level view and setting a wide lens aperture of F2.8. A soft 
background resulted, bringing all the attention to the one 
Mexican poppy. 

Unless your objective is singularly focused, its best to carry 
a small selection of camera gear suitable for most plant 
and flower photography. It's tempting to haul a bag full 
of gadgets and various lenses, however, minimizing what I 
carry helps me to be more flexible and decisive in the field. 
Fidgeting with your equipment can interfere with your 
artistic vision and limit your chances of capturing photos. 
Some of the best images are often made spontaneously. 
Nature has a way of presenting opportunities to those who 
are most prepared (Fig. 3). 

Digital SLR's and advanced point and shoot cameras 
are ideal for photos of plants and flowers. They usually 

Figure 2. Arizona spring desert is captured by using a 
moderate zoom lens, mid-morning when wildflowers are 
open and camera turned vertically to include the saguaro 
cactus. 

Figure 3. While photographing the patterns of penstemon 
flowers with an 80-200mm zoom lens on a tripod with ball 
head, I was able to respond quickly when this hummingbird 
flew into my scene. 

feature a moderate zoom lens along with close-up or macro 
capabilities, a flash that can be varied in power, and the 
option of overriding the auto exposure settings. 
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Figure 4. A telephoto with wide aperture setting created a 
nice lavender background by softening the blooming sage 
and bringing the attention to Lantana flowers and butterfly. 

If you are using long heavier lenses you may need to bring 
along a tripod to steady your motion and keep the photos 
from blurring. I recommend a ball head on the tripod so 
you can quickly manipulate your camera in many directions 
and make slight adjustments with ease. Many newer digital 
cameras offer image stabilization which counter balances 
your movement to minimize motion blurring. However if 
you are shooting in very low light, extremely magnified, or 
wanting to shoot at very small apertures you may still find 
the need for a tripod. Using the tripod also allows you to 
compose your image, step away from the camera to "groom 
the shot", move a piece of branch or litter and then come 
back to the same composition. It is sometimes worth the 
extra effort to carry it. 

I like to use a longer telephoto, 200mm or 300mm, for 
isolating certain aspects of plants and flowers that I find 
intriguing. I also like to use zoom lenses at the wider 
apertures F2.8 or F4 thus creating limited depth of field, 
blurring the background and giving more importance to 
my subject. When you are photographing flowers, often 
hummingbirds and butterflies will grace your photos - yet 
another reason to lug a long lens along (Fig. 4). 

If you have a macro lens or close-up filter, bring it for 
close-up photos. Some point and shoots have a setting for 
macro work. You will want to learn how to set your camera 
using this feature and practice with it. Plants and flowers 
offer fascinating details for those who take the time to look 
Fig. 5). As artist Georgia O'Keeffe brilliantly expressed, 
"Nobody sees a flower ... really ... it is so small it takes 
time ... we haven ~ time and to see takes time ... like to have a 
friend takes time. " 

Figure 5. Extreme close-up of sunflower center 

Lens choice depends on the type of photo you wish to 
make. Choosing the correct lens is crucial to bringing your 
vision to life. For instance, if you are documenting for 
informational purposes choose a lens that is not wide angle 
or too long of a telephoto. Since you will want to keep the 
plant or flower realistic, scale is very important. A zoom in 
the 50mm to 1 05mm range or a 60mm macro lens would be 
most appropriate. 

Wide-angle lenses in the 16mm to 24mm range may distort 
a :flower or plant if you get too close, however in certain 
instances they are quite useful. I often use a wide angle 
when photographing fields of flowers or a landscape where 
I want to create a strong foreground with visual interest. 
(Fig. 6) When using the lens for this purpose an F-stop 
that provides good depth of field such as F16 or F22 is 
required. If you are using auto modes selecting Landscape 
will give you a good depth of field and keep everything in 
focus. Conversely some photographers use wide angles to 
get extra close to foreground objects exaggerating their size 
thus enhancing their artistic expression. 

Natural lighting is often best. Overcast conditions can 
be perfect as there are no shadows or overly sunlit bright 
spots. The details of the species can be documented quite 
accurately. Sometimes heavy shade can result in bluish 
colorcast. If you are shooting digital try setting your color 
balance to shade, which will increase the warmth in your 
photo. Remember to put the setting back to auto when you 
move to different lighting situation. Be wary of situations 
where there is spotted sunlight as this usually creates 
difficult metering and may result in the light areas being 
washed out (Fig. 7). 

Flash can add extra brilliance and "pop" the colors if it 
doesn't overpower the ambient light. Built in flashes can 
overdo it and spoil the mood. If possible, use a separate 
flash unit or power-down your on-camera flash to prevent 
harsh shadows or washed out light areas. Experiment with 
different settings, with and without the flash (Fig. 8). 
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Figure 6. The use of a wide-angle lens at F16 taken from low level gives impression of more flowers and accents the 
landscape. Superstition Mountains with Chuparosa flowers, Lost Dutchman State Park, Arizona. 

Figure 7a. Overcast lighting can work to your advantage as 
with these cactus blossoms in a rock crevice. 

Backlighting is a very effective way to add an artistic 
dimension to plants and flowers. Combined with fill-in flash 
it creates a sense of depth. Set your camera exposure for the 
brightest sunlit area in the photo so it does not wash out, by 
simply using the auto-exposure lock (Fig. 9). 

Figure 7b. Saguaro cactus blossoms with full sunlight. 

Reflectors can also be of use in the field - providing it's 
not too windy. There is a tool you can purchase that clips 
to your tripod, which will hold the reflector and allow you 
to flex it to exact position needed to throw a spray of light. 
They are especially handy when the light is coming from 
behind the subject and you want to bounce it back into the 
foreground. 
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Figure 8. High desert flowers with landscape with fill flash at dusk (a) and with no fill flash at dusk (b). 

Another important aspect of plant and flower photography 
is composition. In addition to focusing on the plants and 
flowers, you will want everything that is in the frame of the 
photo to add to the beauty of the image. 

Pay special attention to the foreground and background. 
Try to eliminate extraneous items such as highlighted 
bright spots on shiny leaves or out of focus branches from 
the frame. A slight change in your angle or zooming in can 
greatly enhance your composition (Fig. 1 0). 

Often carefully exposing for a sunlit flower or brightly lit 
plant will result in black or very dark background. This 
results in a very clean shot that centers attention on your 
subject (Fig.l1 ). 

Figure 9. Back light creates unique effect on cactus blossoms. 

Another technique used to obtain this effect is to place a 
piece of dark colored non-reflective fabric behind and 
around the base of the subject. Be certain to expose for the 
plant and not the dark fabric. Try bracketing, that is shooting 
under what the exposure reading gives a few stops and over 
as well. With digital you can see right away what exposure 
works best (Fig. 12). 

When you are engrossed in making photos its easy to forget 
your surroundings. Remember in the desert environment 
there are little creatures that live under rocks and leaves. 
For survival, their skin and fur often blends in with the 
plants so be careful not to step on them or get too close 
to the venomous ones. Cactus and other prickly plants are 
interesting to photograph but give them respect as well. 
Watch not only where you step but also where you place 
your camera bag. Getting close offers great perspective 
but rve had my share of hitchhikers and spent a few days 
picking out cactus thorns. Be especially wary of the cholla 
cactus - sometimes referred to as jumping cactus for good 
reason (Fig. 13). 

To create photos that are uniquely yours, take your time and 
stay with the plant that attracts you. Often while moving 
around the subject and trying various lighting and exposure 
settings you may see something unique that was not what 
initially attracted you. Returning at a different time of day 
or slightly later in the season can often reward you with 
a better photo. It is looking at things for a long time that 
ripens you and gives you a deeper understanding. -Vincent 
Van Gogh 
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Figure lOa. Night-blooming Cereus cactus taken from low 
angle to show more blue sky and get distracting background 
plants out of the composition. 

Figure 1 Ob. Saguaro cactus blossoms with bee taken from 
3ft stepladder. 

Figure 11. Sunlit cactus blossom, exposure was made for the bright flower and background stayed dark. 
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Figure 12a. Placing black fabric behind plant. Figure 12b. Rain Lily with black fabric background. 

Figure 13. Saguaro cactus framed through cholla cactus 

All photos taken by Joanne West, copyrightjwestphotography.com 2009 


